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Call to Order 

Chair Steve Bieber called the meeting to order at 1:03 p.m. 

 

Roll Call and Approval of Minutes 

Committee members present included: University President Laurie Nichols, Provost Kate Miller, 

Vice President for Administration Bill Mai, Dean of the College of Law Klint Alexander, Dean of 

the Outreach School Susan Frye, Dr. Frederic Sterbenz, Dr. Robert Sprague, Dr. R. McGreggor 

Cawley Committee Chair Steve Bieber, Ms. Molly Marcusse, Mr. Kevin Colman, Ms. Rachel 

Stevens, and Mr. Joel Defebaugh.  

 

Committee Chair Bieber noted that the meeting minutes from August 26,2016 and August 29, 

2016 would be brought to the committee for approval during the September 2, 2016 meeting.   

 

Public Session 

Committee Chair Bieber noted that President Nichols would present her FY17 Budget Update to 

the FCAC during the Friday, September 2, 2016 meeting.  He added that during that same meeting 

Vice President for Research and Economic Development Bill Gern would present about Research 

on the UW campus.  Committee Chair Bieber noted that the September 5, 2016 meeting would be 

canceled for the Labor Day Holiday.  

 

Presentation from Tom Burman on UW Athletics 

Athletic Director Tom Burman thanked the committee for their work.  He explained that he would 

present information regarding UW Athletics and answer questions that he had been receiving since 

the budget reductions began.  Director Burman stated that the best place to begin this conversation 

was for everyone to have a baseline understanding of how UW Athletics operated and options that 

would be available.  He explained that football defines the level that the other UW sports compete 

at, which meant that UW currently competed in the Mountain West Conference, which is a part of 

the Bowl Subdivision.  Director Burman noted that being at this level meant that UW provided 85 

scholarships, among other rules set by the NCAA.  He added there were two other divisions 

including the Football Championship League which included the Big Sky League that was 

equivalent to 63 scholarships, and finally there was non-scholarship football.  Director Burman 

noted if at any point the University decided to drop football there would be very few options.  He 

explained that if this drop occurred the closest league remaining for UW sports would be the 

Summit League, noting that this was not good option.  Director Burman noted that through his 

previous experience at another institution that was a participant in the Big Sky Conference.  He 

stated he understood the pros and cons of changing to this league.   

 

Director Burman noted that as he understood the FCAC’s charge was to evaluate cuts that needed 

to be made in FY18 budget which began on July 1, 2017.  Athletics was given the target of 1.2 

million for its Section 1 budget.  He added that during FY17 UW Athletics had received 12 million 

in Section 1 funding at the beginning of the year.  Director Burman noted that UW Athletics 

returned 2.3 million to the overall university budget as their obligation to the general fund.  He 

added that this was a unique situation that did not occur at all institutions but this situation for UW 

has helpful to UW Athletics regarding cash flow.  Director Burman explained that this money was 

returned to the University over the first few months of the year.   
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Director Burman listed the large revenue streams that were given to UW Athletics:  

 NCAA – 1.72 million derived for the number of sports and scholarships offered 

 MWC – 3.4 million derived from television appearances, NCAA Basketball Conference 

earnings, and the MWC Basketball Tournament in Las Vegas 

 Cowboy Joe Club – 3 million  

 Tickets and Concessions – 4.3 million  

 Corporate Sponsorships – 1.7 derived from advertisement, signage, radio, and print  

 Student Fees 2.42 million  

 Section 1 Funding – 12,014,633 

 State Matching Funds (Operational and Cowboy Joe) – 4 million 

These numbers can also be referenced on page two of Attachment A.   

 

Director Burman continued by stating that in the last five years UW Athletics was 55% self-

generated funding through ticket revenues, corporate sponsorships and anything that was not a 

subsidy and 45% university and state supported.  He added that the UW Athletics budget had 

accounted for 5-6% of the overall university budget in the past five years.  Director Burman 

explained that compared to MWC peers, UW’s 35-million budget was ranked 9th, please see page 

1 of Attachment A.  He added that UW receives 15 million in subsidy which included section 1 

funding and student fees, UW ranked with the other MWC schools on the lower end and nationally 

the US Today reported that only 12 universities in the country operate without a subsidy. 

 

Director Burman noted that there were a number of benefits brought to campus through athletics 

including a touch point for alumni, friends, legislators, donors, and others.  He noted that often 

these individuals use this as a reason to visit campus again and during these times a large portion 

of university business was done.  Additionally, it allowed the campus to engage prospective 

students and supporters.  Director Burman noted that without football or a deemphasized program 

that these experiences would be less frequent and less valuable.  He added that UW Athletics was 

the front door and provided immense visibility for the university and the state.  Director Burman 

explained that Wyoming does not often make national headlines, but occasionally one of UW’s 

sports or student athletes does something special.  He added that this type of exposure could not 

be bought.  Universities spend millions on branding their university and UW Athletics needs help 

to build a great brand awareness.  Director Burman stated that winning had a positive impact on 

applications and enrollment.   

 

Director Burman addressed the importance of UW Athletics to the numerous life time donors to 

the University of Wyoming.  He explained that many of the lifelong donors have had a touch point 

within athletics.  Director Burman named numerous lifelong donors that have contributed to the 

University and explained how their experiences through UW Athletics had only benefited the 

University.  He added that these donors with strong bonds to the University believed in UW 

Athletics but cannot pay the entire expense.  Director Burman noted that the citizens of Wyoming 

had made it clear that they want an improved D1 Football Program.  He noted that since 1996, 20 

universities have made the decision that the expense associated with changing divisions, to the 

level we are at, was worth the investment and the additional exposure, also reference the list located 

on page 15 of Attachment A.  Only one university in that time has dropped to a lower division.   
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Director Burman noted that during the 2016 UW Football season, UW would have nine games on 

ESPN networks and CBS networks, and two games on Root Sports networks.  Regional and 

national success could drive support and enrollment for the University of Wyoming.   

 

Director Burman explained the different outreach endeavors and partnerships that UW currently 

holds.  He noted that there were partnerships being built across campus through the department of 

Economics, Student Affairs, Martin Luther King Days of Dialogue, the Black Student Alliance, 

and the AWARE Program.  Additionally, he noted that there were a number of interns across 

campus in sports medicine related fields.  Director Burman added that UW Athletics had done a 

good job of creating diversity for African American Students and dropping down a division would 

inhibit this.  He explained that through dropping in division the University would suffer a greater 

economic impact from canceling scheduling games among other items already in place.  Director 

Burman stated that schools who have switched leagues saw a drop in ticket sales based on the 

teams they had scheduled to play.  This would greatly affect Wyoming fans who had become used 

to a specific level of competition.  He added that this drop would impact the entire University 

specifically in the area of donor support.   

 

Director Burman explained that UW Athletics does a great job of finding ways to increase revenue 

while trying to reduce costs and become more efficient.  He added the amount that UW Athletics 

had paid through tuition and fee, dollars spent at the University Store, and that UW Athletics was 

paying back the University for the score board project at a 2.5% interest rate.  Director Burman 

noted that the success that UW Athletes had shown in the classroom over the past year.  He stated 

that there were 159 Academic All-Americans.  Director Burman explained that student athletes 

majored in numerous different subjects including Health Sciences, Engineering. Business, and the 

Humanities.  He added that the student athlete average GPA was higher than the campus average.  

Director Burman noted that UW Athletics was willing to offer support to help with development 

across campus.  He added that it is important to understand UW Athletics was important to the 

entire state and they could not achieve their goals alone. Director Burman commented on the 

importance of football Saturday on the student experience and the state.  

 

A member of the FCAC asked what qualifies as a subsidy for the universities that UW had 

compared itself against.  Director Burman noted that these institutions identified subsidies the 

same as UW, through state funding and student fees.  He added that the difference occurs when a 

school of larger size uses student fess this number was much larger than that of UW.  Another 

committee member asked for clarification about the use of student fees within UW Athletics.  The 

committee member asked if this same amount of funds could be raise through charging a 

discounted student rate for individual game tickets instead of the student fee.  Director Burman 

explained that if this were the route that the UW would take, it would affect where the students sat 

during games among other differences, but there had not been any recent studies to support or not 

support this as a concept.  He added that the student fees are allocated to the UW Western Thunder 

Marching Band, student programming, and promotional items given to the student during the home 

games.   

 

A FCAC committee member asked if revenues from the different sports are used to support each 

other or if each sport supported itself.  Director Burman explained that the money collectively 
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supports UW Athletics not strictly the sport that raised the revenues.  He added that many of the 

revenues for Football had the potential to increase in the upcoming year and UW Athletics was 

poised for this increase.  A committee member stated that often times people have stated that 

alcohol should be served during UW sporting events and wondered what that would look like.  

Director Burman stated that this was not something that had been looked into for a number of 

years.  He added that with the budget reductions and the fan demand it was something that needed 

to be reconsidered.  Director Burman noted that this has become a national trend, adding that 

almost every school in the region currently offered beer and wines sales at their sporting events.  

He added that the numbers were being analyzed, but it was not near the financial increase that 

would be expected.  Director Burman explained that if UW were to begin selling beer and wine at 

its sporting events security would need to be increased, a third party would need to be hired to 

serve the beer and wine, but it would add a little bit of support annually.   

 

A FCAC committee member asked how many student athletes were currently enrolled and 

participating in UW athletics.  Director Burman stated that there were close to 450 student athletes 

and among these student athletes UW is in compliance with Title 9, which is balanced very closely.  

He noted that if UW were indenting to increase its enrollment, UW Athletics would need to address 

those changes appropriately.   

 

A member of the FCAC asked what the cost had been to clean the stadium following UW Athletics 

events.  Director Burman explained that it was a sizeable cost because UW Athletics maintained 

its own facility staff separate from the university facility staff.   

 

A FCAC committee member thanked Director Burman for addressing the topic of student success 

which is an area that deserves more attention from the committee as the University moves forward.  

The committee member noted that Director Burman had highlighted some areas of student success 

including African American student retention and recruitment, money for additional student 

programs, but added that most FBS schools across the country have seen higher graduation rates 

which would benefit UW.  The Committee member added that when other institutions had changed 

divisions or dropped divisions their game days’ change to a week days.  He added that having a 

Saturday game day gave students a reason to stay in Laramie on the weekends, which allowed 

them to develop bonds with their peers ultimately encouraging them to stay at UW until graduation.  

The committee member noted that all of these factors contribute to the greater picture of student 

success.  He asked if UW Athletic was expecting a larger pay out from some of the bigger name 

teams that UW would face in the coming years.  

 

Director Burman explained that revenues in the coming year would be higher than most, especially 

when facing universities like Oregon and Iowa if these games could be sold out.  He added that a 

large reason UW Athletics decided to play against Iowa was to have the ability to replace the turf 

in the Indoor Practice Facility, that had become difficult to effectively practice on.  Director 

Burman added that student success is key, adding that when he arrived at UW in 2007 the APR 

score, used by the NCAA to rate student success was low and UW had trouble meeting these goals.  

He explained that this led UW Athletics to examine how programs and departments were doing 

and what would need to be changed to be successful.  Director Burman noted that when he arrived 
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the academic support staff within athletics was made up of three employees, but this number had 

increased and a higher importance has been placed on academics.   

 

A member of the FCAC asked if season ticket amounts were improved when UW faced more high 

profile teams like Oregon and Nebraska.  Director Burman noted that tickets might increase 

slightly, but not to the same extent that they had when UW played Nebraska at home.  He added 

that if UW Football could show some progress this would also increase the number of season ticket 

holders.  Director Burman explained that the energy sector is very supportive of college athletics 

and the current state budgetary restrictions may change this.  The committee member asked if UW 

Athletics worked closely with Keener Fry of the Alumni Association to see how many former 

athletes attended games or donated to the programs.  Director Burman stated that former athletes 

were a good pool for athletic donations.   

 

The committee asked about the new video board that had been installed in War Memorial Stadium.  

Director Burman explained that this board was needed for numerous reasons including the amount 

of advertisements that could be sold, continuing with the trend of many athletics programs across 

the country, and contributing to the student buy in to Cowboy Football.  He added that the recent 

movie night that took place using the screen was highly successful drawing about 880 students.  

Director Burman noted that he had received numerous emails, phone calls, and positive comments 

about this experience and he would be willing to do events like this in the future as often as 

possible.   

 

Committee Chair Bieber asked on average how many students attended a UW Football game.  

Director Burman noted that on average about 2,500 students attended the games adding that there 

would most likely be close to 4,000 for the season opener.  He stated that it really depends on the 

opponent and the time of the year. 

 

Committee Chair Bieber noted that morale on campus was currently seeing a decrease and he 

wondered if there had been any surveys conducted regarding the impact of UW Athletics on 

students, staff, and faculty as well as the impact on student satisfaction.  Director Burman noted 

that there had been a lot of research conducted from the ticket buyers and attendees, adding that 

engagement in Football and Basketball was much higher compared to UW’s peers.  He added that 

there were aspects that could be improved upon.  Director Burman noted that the implementation 

of the video board and new sound system were driven by feedback from the students and attendees 

at the football games, in the hopes of improving the fan experience.   

 

The committee asked how many faculty and staff attended UW Football games.  Director Burman 

stated that there were roughly 375 season ticket holders, adding that faculty and staff received 

tickets at a discounted rate.  Committee Chair Bieber asked if UW Athletics had ever considered 

an increase in the discount based on each individual employee’s salary as a way to boost morale 

and employee participation.  Director Burman noted that this idea had not been considered but UW 

Athletics would look into implementing a system for this type of discount.  Committee Chair 

Bieber stated that morale is something that needs to be present 365 days a year, luckily football 

Saturday gets the University through the fall and early winter months to increase morale.  He added 

that he believed that UW Athletics was a part of UW’s culture and it had a large impact on that 
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culture.  Director Burman added that ticket discounts should be incorporated into the other UW 

sports and not be exclusive to football.  He noted that UW Athletics had done a fantastic job of 

building relationships around the state but they have not done the same on campus.  Director 

Burman explained that UW Athletics was planning to work on building these relationships across 

campus in the coming months and years.  It would be his hope that the UW Athletics staff attend 

other department events across campus, even when many coaches spend so few days in Laramie 

during their seasons.   

 

Committee Chair Bieber stated that often in difficult times it could be easy to only focus on the 

difficult and negative things happening.  He hoped that anything that could detract from those 

thoughts, even for a few hours, would be a great value to the entire community.  Committee Chair 

Bieber added that UW Athletics was a great device to help the community get through these 

difficult times and he valued the role UW Athletics would play in this process. 

 

Public Comment 

A campus community member stated that she had close ties to UW Athletics as her father and 

grandfather had both played football at UW.  She added that as a student she often attended home 

football games and loved having that experience.  The campus community member noted that 

recently she had noticed a troubling trend where the university had to provide a huge investment 

into athletics so the teams would perform better which ultimately lead to additional investments.  

She added that this translated into the decision to hire Coach Bohl, stating that the rational was the 

football team needed a better coach so they would perform better.  The campus community 

member noted that it had turned into a cycle.  She concluded her comments by asked how people 

in her position could give support and comment regarding the decisions being made.   

 

Athletic Director Burman stated that he understood the concerns of the campus community 

member and how it seemed that UW Athletics solely relied on the fan base who purchased tickets.  

He added that the community wanted a competitive team and the team and coaches had worked 

very hard to return to that standard this season.  Director Burman stated that Coach Bohl would be 

making 1 million dollars this year, even though that does not guarantee success.  However, Coach 

Bohl had a great record from previous institutions and is highly regarding and he provided UW 

with the best opportunity for success.  Director Burman stated that he still believed that he will 

bring success to the University of Wyoming Football team.   

 

Sophia Beck, from the American Studies Department, asked if Director Burman knew how many 

hours faculty, staff, and advisors spent with the UW student athletes.  She stated that during her 

time as a student she had not had the best experience with student athletes in her courses.  Ms. 

Beck felt that more time was devoted to the student athletes then the other students in the course.  

She asked what kind of education was being given to the student athletes, especially with so much 

time being invested by faculty and staff across campus.  

 

Director Burman addressed Ms. Beck’s concerns by stating that UW Athletics was not perfect and 

there were some students that they took risks on in hopes that they would succeed.  He encouraged 

anyone with the problems in the future to contact the Athletics Office of Academic Support to 

prevent situations such as these in the future.   
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Another campus community member thanked Director Burman for his presentation.  She noted 

that multiple times people had spoken about diversity in a very singular manner.  The campus 

community member stated that she hoped that diversity was not seen through one lens.  She added 

that one of the things that might be helpful for UW was to work to recruit students from numerous 

backgrounds and reallocated some funds to make this a priority.  The community member stated 

that it would be beneficial to recruit these students for reasons outside of UW Athletics where they 

would only need to perform in the classroom.  Director Burman agreed with the comments made 

by the campus community member and added that UW Athletics worked hard to not see diversity 

through one lens.   

 

Representative and Speaker of the House Kermit Brown stated that he had been a supporter of UW 

Athletics for the past 12 years.  He added that there had been numerous conversations about UW 

Athletics within in the legislature over the years including members who did not support the overall 

mission of UW Athletics.  Speaker Brown added that this number was small and the majority of 

the legislature supported UW Athletics.  He explained that the football and basketball teams were 

the only teams the state had.  Speaker Brown stated that the conference that our athletic teams 

competed against played an important role in every aspect of the University.  He stated that he had 

lived in Wyoming since 1948 and had witnessed the good and bad times the state had been through.  

Speaker Brown noted that this statement was applicable to the state and to UW Athletics adding 

that the performance of the football and basketball teams played a large role in the self-esteem 

held in the state.  He stated that these teams were not Laramie’s teams they were Wyoming’s 

teams.  Speaker Brown added that nothing unifies the state like UW and as the citizens of Wyoming 

continue to face hardships it is important that the citizens retain their pride in the state.  To have 

the self-esteem of the state crumble would do enormous harm to UW.  He concluded his remarks 

by requesting full support of UW Athletics for the future of the University and the State.   

 

A campus community member asked how affected by the cuts UW Athletics had been and how 

that had affected their current operations.  Director Burman explained that there were difficult 

decisions being made and that it has been difficult for the department.  The community member 

asked how it was possible to continue to build facilities when the team had a losing season and 

asked when enough was enough, asking how to justify this type of process when people were 

unable to rehire in academic departments among other difficulties.  Director Burman expressed 

respect for the comments made and clarified that many of the monies given to UW Athletics had 

been matching funds and were intended for a specific purpose.  He also added that UW Athletics 

would encounter similar problems when it came to the members of its staff.   

 

A member of the FCAC asked why the stadium lights were left on and how that affected budgetary 

needs.  Director Burman stated that these lights were left on for night practices but more frequently 

as a safety measure during the winter to provide additional light for people entering and leaving 

the Arena Auditorium or other athletics facilities.   

 

Committee Chair Bieber thanked Director Burman for his presentation and the member of the 

campus community for attending the meeting.   
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Adjournment  

Mr. Defebaugh moved that the committee adjourn the meeting.  Dr. Sprague seconded.  The 

committee adjourned at 2:17 p.m. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
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